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 Creating of Student Account 

1. Open the page http://turnitin.com  

2. Click on the icon Create Account (located in the upper right corner) 

 

3. Click on the next screen Student  

 

4. Write in Class ID i  Class enrollment password received from your teacher  

 

 

Type in data about subject                                          Put in password which will be used to access Turnit system 

 Fill in personal data                                                      Select a secret question and write in an answer in case of  
           lost password. 

5. At the end click on I Agree – Create Profile 

NOTE 

You create the user account only once.   

If you are signin in to more subjects, then you sign in to other subjects through Turnitin 

after signing into the system.  

  

http://turnitin.com/
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Login 

1. Open the page http://turnitin.com  

2. Click on the icon Log In ((located in the upper right corner) 

 

3. Write in your e-mail i  password that you selected when creating the account 

 

4. After a successful login Student homepage opens with a l ist of all  enrolled classes  

 

New class enrollment 

1. Click on Enroll in Class 

 

2. Fill  in Class ID i  Class enrollment password received from your teacher 

3. Click on Submit 

 

  

http://turnitin.com/
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Adding of assignments in the system (first time) 

1. Click on the class where would you like to add the assignment and you will  get the following screen : 

 

2. Click on Submit  

3. Fill  in the assignment title (Submission title) 

4. Click on Choose from this computer to add the assignment from your computer 

5. Click on Upload (some time is needed for the assignment to register in the system) 

 

6. Click on Confirm  

7. Click on  Return  to assignment list 
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If your teacher permited for you to see a index of similarity, then in the column 

SIMILARITY a color and percentage will show. 

 After the assignment was uploaded, some time is neccessary (up to 15 min)  for the assignemnt to get processed in 

order to get the index of similarity. 
 Refresh the page periodically in order to see when the assignment will  get the index of similarity (percentage and color 

will  be seen in a column Similarity). 

 

 

 

 

Use for the repeated submitting of the same assignment.  
A new assignment version deletes the previous version (regardless of the document 

name). 
 

  

 

Use for viewing of  Originality report (Originality report and teachers comments) 
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Originality report viewing 

a) Originality report 
 

1. Click on the Originality bottom.  

 
 

2. The screen is divided in two parts : 

 The original assignment is shown to the left (marked in colors). The color shows that the text was found on the 

Internet. By clicking at the colored part of the text, it can be seen from which source the text was copied. The 

number above the text represents the ordinal number of the source from the list of references  (Match Overview). 

 To the right there is a l ist of all  found sources on the Internet. The page with the highest percentage can be found 

on top. Each source has its own color.  

This text was found on the Internet.        The web page where the text was found. 
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b) Teachers comments 
 

1. To view on the comments click on GradeMark 

 

 

 

 

The comments refer to a part from the text.                                                       Here are the comments referring to the entire  
Scroll  over the icon with a mouse in order to read the comment.                     assignment. 


